Price List
F REE Crystal collagen eye mask

complimentary with any treatment

Like Us! facebook.com/EyebrowExperts
Follow Us! instagram.com/EyebrowExperts
Follow Us! twitter.com/EyebrowExperts

Brow Shadowing or Natural Feathering - $990
make up look

Feather Stroke

COSMETIC TATTOOING

Hair stroke simulation

Top eyeliner - $590 Bottom eyeliner - $330
-additional colour or eyeshadow $300

All cosmetic tattooing includes application of numbing cream,
follow up session from initial session 6-8 week period and
after care product - Applies to full price only. Svetlana B is Eyebrow
Experts fully qualified member of the A.C.T, she performs all
cosmetic tattooing.

Feather Stroke

Lip tattooing - $990 Lip blend - $790 Lip liner - $490

•
•

Brow cosmetic tattooing won’t smudge, smear or wash off,
eliminating the waste of applying makeup and provides a more
natural look. A lip tattoo can reduce ‘lipstick bleed’ and give
definition to the lip line. With a coloured lip tattoo, lip scars
disappear plus you can kiss lipstick goodbye. Your brows and lips
can be reshaped, made fuller, outlines or coloured all over and the
treatments last for years!
4 different types of techniques can be performed for needs of
different brows and desired look. Brow embroidery, feather stroke,
powder fill, solid. A touch up may be necessary after some time. All
cosmetic tattooing will ‘fade’, or metabolise, to some degree over
time which is due to a number of individual factors.

Lip Tattooing

•

Are unable to apply makeup
Have poor eyesight
Are busy and don’t have time to send on their make up
Have unsteady hands
Suffer from eye allergies caused by make up
Are on-stage and in the entertainment/modelling
industry
Play sport and don’t want to worry about sweating off
or re applying makeup
Have thinning or no eyebrows
Are alopecia sufferers

Eyeliner Tattooo

IS COSMETIC TATTOOING RIGHT FOR ME?

•
•
•
•
•
•

TATTOO REMOVAL / FADE DOWN
Glyco Gel Remove/Fade Down Colour - $300 per session
How to Remove or Fade Down Colour With Glyco Gel
Glyco Gel is 30% acid base. It can be used as a pre-treatment
to exfoliate skin before performing a cosmetic tattoo or the face
or body with one exception. It can not be usesd on the eye area.
It was originally made as a face peel treatment.To fade down
cosmetic tattoo colours or remove colour completely.   
The beauty of this system is that it actually REMOVES the
tattoo ink from the skin the same way it was put into the skin. A
tattoo machine is used to penetrate the skin, the removal liquid
is applied and the body naturally breaks down the unwanted
pigment. A scab forms and when this falls off, the pigment goes
with it and the tattoo is removed without laser!

IS GLYCO GEL TREATMENT RIGHT FOR ME?
It works on all ink colours and is suitable for all size tattoos.
Generally, 3-5 treatments are all that is needed depending on the
size of the body tattoo.
WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THE DANGERS OF LASER TATTOO REMOVAL…

Until recently, the only known tattoo removal method was by laser. Currently there
are great concerns over this method as laser breaks down the pigment into smaller
molecules which are then transported through the lymphatic system – it is unknown
what reaction the molecules can trigger in the body.
Research studies by the university clinic in Germany have discovered the following:
‘With laser tattoo removal, The pigment is broken up and carried into the deeper layers
of the skin which can form shadows. Laser tattoo removal does not remove all colours
and sometimes turns the colour luminous and, although burns are not always visible,
the connective tissue underneath is often scarred.
Laser tattoo removal is a very painful removal method and takes many treatments,
sometimes up to 15!

LASH LIFT
An instant “root lift” for natural lashes and is an advancement on the “Lash perm” as
there is no solution applied to the ends of the lash only the roots. Lashes sit upwards
towards the brow line to elevate and give freshness to the face. “Lash Lift” uses silicone
moulds to lengthen and curl lashes to perfection. Silicon Technology moulds to any
eye shape. Enhances lashes lifting right from the root. Eliminates over curling during
Treatment. Creates the illusion of lash lengthening. Easy to use lasting approx 10-12
weeks. Natural looking – opens up the eyes. Used to straighten or curl eyelashes.
Suitable for short and long lashes. Perfect results every time.
The treatment consists of four stages 1. lifting solution
2, setting
3. lash tint
4. lash conditioner
Allow 45-60 minutes.

One session incl. lash tint Cost: $135

TEETH WHITENING

‘PEROXIDE FREE’

Peroxide-free teeth whitening minimises sensitivity. May whiten teeth between four and
nine shades. Using high quality, safe and effective products, results can last for up to
two years. Peroxide-free treatments are designed to effectively and painlessly remove
discolouration from natural teeth, and ensure no nasty sensitivity afterwards.
Choose from one, two or three sessions, depending on the level of whitening desired,
then simply sit back and let whitening gel do the rest.

WHAT IS SO UNIQUE ABOUT PEROXIDE-FREE TEETH WHITENING?
•
•
•
•

Peroxide based products can be harmful to gums and teeth
Brings crowns, bridges and veneers back to original colour
Easier to whiten yellow teeth rather than grey teeth
Uses LED technology - guaranteed ZERO sensitivity

TREATMENTS’Flash’ 15 minute treatment

$99

‘Classic’ 30 minute treatment

$139

‘Plus’ 45 minute treatment

$179

‘Premium’ 1 hour treatment

$199

EYEBROW TREATMENTS
Style - 1st visit*

$99

includes tint + a light makeup application

Maintenance

$67

between 3-7 weeks following initial appointment

Brow style & sculpture tint

$87

Fortnightly visit

$55

Tint

$25

Eyelash tint

$35

TheBrowFaceLift “ageLoc” treatment

$130

Waxing (not styling)

$49

includes application of lifting eye gel

*Please note, if it is more than 7 weeks since your
initial appointment, you will be charged for a First
Visit, as brows will need to be totally reshaped.

BRAZILIAN WAXING
$79

1st visit
Extra care + bottom

Maintenance

between 3-7 weeks following

$69

initial appointment

Shape with
or
or
or

from

Some initials within reason.

$107
$99 - 129

Prices vary on Shape

Pregnancy

$85

WAXING TREATMENTS
Jaw Line

$20

Chin or Lip

$17

Lip & Chin

$30

Nostrils

$10

Tummy Line

$14

Bikini

$32

G-string from

$40 - $50

High G-String +bottom

$65

Underarm

$27

Underarm Junior

$21

Eyebrow Style Junior

$67

Half leg Junior + toes & feet

$23

Half arm + fingers

$32

Full arm + fingers

$39

Half leg + toes & feet

$37

3/4 leg + toes & feet

$42

Full leg + toes & feet

$49

with any other treatment $34
with any other treatment $39
with any other treatment $45

MEN’S TREATMENTS
Eyebrow shape - 1st visit
Eyebrow shape maintenance
Centre of eyebrow
Eyebrow waxing not styling
Eyebrow tint
Eyelash tint

$85
$70
$15
$30
$20
$29

Full face wax
Jaw Line
Chin or Lip
Ears Wax
Nostrils
Underarm Wax
Neck Wax
Chest only Wax
Stomach only Wax
Chest & Stomach Wax
Shoulders only Wax
Back & Shoulders Wax
Back only Wax
Buttocks with cheeks Wax
Buttocks cheeks only Wax
Speedo Wax
Half leg + toes & feet Wax
3/4 leg + toes & feet Wax
Full leg + toes & feet Wax
Half arm + fingers Wax
Full arm + Finger Wax
Patch test

$47
$20
$15
$17
$10
$30
$22
$44
$24
$58
$32
$62
$42
$50
$35
$35
$40
$44
$51
$38
$42
$10

includes application of lifting eye gel

IPL HAIR REMOVAL

IPL SKIN REJUVENATION

Laser hair removal pricing is the same as waxing treatments on black hair.
For blonde, grey or red hair it is double the wax price as waxing is required,
followed by the IPL machine.

What is IPL rejuvenation?

IPL stands for Intense Pulsed Light technology.
It is a relatively simple and straightforward procedure, with few concerns in terms of either
side effects, recovery time, or the level of invasiveness with the treatment itself, IPL is
continuing to become a more widely utilised choice.

Benefits of IPL skin rejuvenation

IPL skin rejuvenation offers patients a wide range of benefits, including:
1. Removal of red splotches, brown spots, and scarring, as well as reducing pore size,
eliminating and reducing wrinkles, and improving overall skin texture, smoothness and
quality.
2. Treatment of rosacea, hyper pigmentation, melasma, age and sunspots, broken
capillaries, spider veins, stretch marks, and other conditions as well.
3. IPL offers a legitimate and long-lasting solution anywhere on the body, offering great
versatility from a single procedure.

Procedure details

During an IPL procedure, intense light from a range of wavelengths is focused on the
specific parts of your skin that you are treating. The IPL device itself is gently pressed onto
the skin, with a smooth, transparent surface emitting the light on the targeted areas.
You will wear an eye mask to protect your eyes and vision during the procedure, and
topical gels may be applied on your skin to prevent overheating.
The entire procedure is very quick, taking about half an hour to complete, although the
exact length will depend on what you are specifically treating.

1x treatment on one area
Cost: $290

Before

After

Terms & Conditions

Please note a 30% surcharge will apply for all treatments rendered by Svetlana Burckhardt. Available on
request or by appointment only.
To secure a suitable time for your appointments, booking in advance is advised for EyebrowExperts services.
To book please call, text or email via the details below.
Notification of Appointments - You will receive a reminder via SMS 2 or 1 day before your appointment to
allow for you to change or cancel your appointment.
Cancellation Policy - Should you need to change or cancel a treatment appointment, 24 hours notice is
required for us to re-schedule your appointment, subject to availability. Any cancellation with less than 24 hours
notice will incur a 100% cancellation fee. This policy also applies if you do not attend a booking.
Pre-Arrival Information - For your first visit allow 10 minutes to complete your client  profile details with us.
Relax and unwind before your treatments and enjoy our complimentary welcome tea. All times given are
treatment times. Late arrival may result in reduced treatment time.
Parking in Double Bay Cross Street and corner of Jamberoo Lane // 1hr free parking
Kiaora Lane - behind Woolworths on New South Head Road // 2hrs free parking
Cosmopolitan Centre - entrance from Short Street // 1hr free parking
Valuables - Some treatments require the removal of jewellery. Please ensure you retrieve all valuables before
leaving, as we cannot be responsible for any lost items.
Refund Policy - All treatments are non-refundable, non-transferable and non-exchangeable.
Etiquette - Please ensure all mobile phones are switched off during your visit.
Product Return Policy - Refunds are offered for all unopened products when accompanied by a receipt and
returned within 7 days.
Payment Options - We accept cash and all major credit cards.Visa Card and Master Card will incur a 2%
surcharge and American Express 3%. Prices are subject to change without notice.
Amendments - EyebrowExperts reserves the right to withdraw/change information without prior notification.
Gift Cards- Are available for any of our treatments and you can purchase them from our reception, over the
telephone or via our website.

322 New South Head Rd, Double Bay 2028

Phone: 0439 359 745
Email: eyebrowexperts@gmail.com
www.eyebrowexperts.com

